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ANTHROPOMETRIC RESEARCHES ON BRAZILIAN INDIANS. THE 
BIZYGOMATIC ANO BIGONIAC DIAMETERS IN THE KARAJA. 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT. ~ 

THE KARAJA 

They are also know as Carajá, Caraiá, 
Carajás, Karayá, Xambiuá, . Shambioá, Inãn 
or Inã. 

BALDUS says that the word "Karayá" is 
employed by EHRENREICH is his German 
original writings, giving to the "'y" the 
phonetic value of the German ''y". He also 
notes that the indians themselves pronounce 
it on the Genman way. 

MACIIADO als0 thinks that the first 
pioneers of the backlands where the Inan 
swimmers, fishers and boatmen used to live; 
due to a habit of 1mocking at the indians, they 
u~ed to call them "Caraya" or its variation 
"Carajá" it is a Tupi name given to one of 
the biggest apes of our jungles (Allouata 
Caraya) which is also know as "Guariba" or 
"Guararabira ''. 

According to BASTOS D·E A VILA they 
have traits of the Lacid Race which fossilized 
remains were discovered by LUND in Lagoa 
Santa (Minas Gerais). The Lacids were 
probably Brazil's primitive inhabitants. 

PEREIRA RAMALHO, J. 

VINELLI BAPTISTA, B. 

PAPAIS ALVARENGA, R. M. 

STEINEN classifies the Karajá within 
the Jê family and EHRENREICH states as ''an 
independent group" or "'isolated ". 

DARCY RIBEIRO e 1 a s si f i e s as ''the 
others '' and MALCHER as "independent or 
isolated group". His statement is based upon 
studies of CHESTMIR LOUKOTKA, NORMAN 
MCQUOWN and ARYON RODRIGUES, and 
points them out as ''an unclassified family of 
the macro - Jê branch ". 

The KARAJA, accor.ding to 
EHRENREICH, constitute one of the most 
beautiful b:otypes among all other Brazilian 
tribes. 

They are not too heavy in built, but 
medium and delicate: however their slin 
figure, the well proportional members and 
their proud attitude make them seem bigger 
than they actually are. 

RONDON describes them as having a 
darkened complexion, athletic body, found of 
swimming, thick black long hair, that grows 
till the waist fastened at the back in a 
Chinese-like fashion, and having also artistics 
tattooes all over the body. 
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Completely unclad of clothes, both man 
and woman use wear only certain 
arrangements around their pudic regions. 

BELLIZZI notices that the KARAJA 
indians posses.s a thicker black hair. 

EiHRENRErCH describes them as indians 
which h e a d s are always hipsidolicocephaly 
without too much accentuated prognathism 
and the flat supra-orbital archs gives the face 
a flair of weakness. The small palpebral slit 
in its horizontal situation or mildly slanted 
does not give the face a mongoloid character, 
.due to their nose being too much prominent. 

The nasion point is very much lower. The 
nose itself is narrow and much convex with 
sort of a hanging point. Its wing grow 
generally upwards therefore the round nostrils 
appear thrust forwaro. The women though 
well proportioned are lower in height. 

Place of living and their quantity. 

'".r.hey inhabit certain areas in the center 
of Brazil, of the edges of Araguaia and Javaé 
Rivers - fi·om Aruanã in southwest Goiás till 
Pará near the Araguaia's opening into 
Tocantins River. After MALCHER the 
following tribes constitute the KARAJA 
domains Aruanã (Goiás), S.ão Pedro 
(Bananal), Barreira do Xavante (Minas 
Gerais), Rosário (Bananal), Santa Terezinha 
(Minas Gerais), Macaúba (Bananal), 
Barreirinha (Minas Gerais), Lago Grande 
(Bananal). 

MALCHER says that they amount to 
1 .100 or 1. 200 indians. They live in small 
tribes ruled by one chief ealle.d ..,xandinodô" 
wich means ''the Captain ". 

Nutrition - Their food is mainly fish. 
The "'pi:rarucu" is the most found fish in the 
region. They like the ''curé" (Iguana spp) 
very much. They use to cook the entire fish. 
The ''calogi" is the food they like best; it 
is cooked in bjg ceramic containers, together 
with manioc and marize. 

ln the Jungle they hunt the mammals 
and the wild pigeons. 'Tihey also hunt the 
"'arara" and the ''jaburu" in order to make 
with their feather beautiful ornaments. They 
are very found of the ''tracajá" and turtles 
meat and eggs. Tt.e principal vegetables eaten 
QY the KARAJA are bean, string-beans, 
manioc, corn, pumpkin, peanut. They grind 
the cereais in a wooden m.ortar made of lixeira 
tree trunk (Curatella Americana Linn) and 
they ·call this woodenwares "co-ri-xô". They 

do Iike the "babaçu ", banana, watermelon, 
mango, lemon, cashew, coffee, wild honey and 
blocks of raw brow sugar. They use the 
''pjqui" in large quantities. 

Habits - The children even after 3 years 
old are frequently breast fed. The teenagers 
girls have their legs tied with string made of 
interwomen cotton; one around the ankle and 
another a little lower than the knee junction. 

EHRENREICH says that right after the 
birth, the childrens f orearms and legs are 
surrounded by thick block cotton strings, 
whereas round the belly they use a black 
stripe about 5 centimeters wide. Several. 
months afterwards they put large cotton 
tubes of a firm network round the wrists and 
feet junctures, and around the knee they fix 
thinner stripes with pending edges. Later on 
when the children have grown up those 
stripes are replaeed by larger ones. 

The boy keep their stripes until they have 
a hole m.ade in their lower lip, and the girls 
quit wearing theirs when they get married. 
The holes are ma.de sin:ce childhood in order 
to insert the ''tambetá" which is frequently 
used. 

EHRENREICH observes that the lip 
ornament is adopted only by men. It is made 
of Npiúna" wood and has a short point cut in 
a slanted way or it ends in a long ornament 
that hangs right· above the chest. The most 
precious lip orna.ment is used only during 
fes.tivities and it a long and heavy one. 

EHRENREIC'H also informs that the 
teenagers of both sexes at the beggining of 
their pubescence, are submited to certain 
ceremonies in order to receive the tribal 
tattoo. 

A circle is marked upon their faces with 
the help of a wooden bowl-like stamp, then 
they cut t.he m.ark with a sharp little stone 
and put cotton fibers inside the wound, when 
it stops blee<ling the wound is rubbed with 
''jenipapo" juice which gives the scar that 
blush colar. 

BELLIZZI says that the circular tottoo is 
made on the upper portion of the cheeks right 
under the orbital cavity, by incrusting 
choarcoal inside the circle-like mark. 

In order to perform it they scratch the 
marked skin with bat-fish tooth or any other 
sharp obj ect. 

BALDUS refers in one- chapter of 
''KARAJA and T'ereno mithology" that ''the
two circles, the tribe tattoo, were already on 
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both man and woman cheeks when they first 
come out from the earth" - nowadays it is 
made by and old man, when the boys attain 
their 1manhoo.d and the girls have their first 
flow of blood. 

The organization of the KARAJA family 
is based on marriage, where the parents have 
a full power. They marry too young "every 
girl should marry rigb.t after her first 
menstrual flow". They begin their sexual life 
early. 

They seldon have more than two children 
with the sarne woman, they are used to 
controlling their breeding. They are in great 
part monogamists. The K AR AJA father 
spends the day out, and the mother foster 
the children. The won1en help one each other 
at delivery time. 

Their huts are built with coco-palm straw. 
They sleep on t11e ground, on straw mattings 
manuf acture•d by tnem se!ves. They heal therr 
ilnesses, drinking infusions made of leaves, 
peels and roots of plants. 

iWhen a KARAJA dues it is due to a 
stronger charm. They are extremely 
supErtitious. 'f i1ey bother the witch so much. 
because they are afraid of charms. 

Their cooking pans are ma.de of clay by 
tl1eir own hands. ·rney show great skill on 
cera.mies. 

According to E,HRE:NREICH the men live 
completely naked only tieing up the prepuce, 
above the glans, whith a single block cotton 
string. The women wear a shawel like cloth; 
it is oroad strips made of ... jangadeira's" inner 
peel. ; , • , 

They smoke since childhood and they like 
tabacco pipe very much, bu~ they .do not drink 
alcohol. 

They walk b a r e f o o t and their unique 
transportation is the canoe. Venereal .disease 
is unknown to them., they only acquire it 
when in touch with. civilization. 

In the present research we have trie.d to 
relate two facial measures: the bizygomatic 
diameter and the bigoniac diameter, in the 
Karajá, in both sexes: 61 male and 74 female 
individua.Is. 

All the calculations v1ere performed with 
the 7044 IBM con1puter using Fft)RTRAN 
language, by a special favor of the Rio Data 
Center, of the P. U .C'. 

Within the statistical method applied to 
anthropology, it is the correlation coefficient 
is the one that permits the assessment .of the 
degree of interference of one numerical series 
on the other. It consists of the calculation of 
the linear correlation ''r", through Pierson's 
formula, where its value, from O to + 1, will 
be positive or negative, if the two characters 
studied very together or not. The formula for 
the calculation of "'r ", as given by Viveiros 
de Castro, is: 

2; AB 
r = ---------

N. ó A ó B. 

~ AB - summation of the .deviation in 
relation to the arithmetical mean 

st 
of the 1- numerical character A 
for the 2nd numerical character B 

N - number of individuais. 

ô A - standard deviation of the lst. 
character. 

õ B - standard deviation of the 2nd. 
character. 

ln order to interpret the rE.sults we have 
used the 'Table sugested by PAROT, where 
the correlation will be called very strong if 
r > 0,75, strong if ':'r" is betwE.en O. 50 and 
O. 75, medium if it is between O. 35 and O. 50, 
weak if it is below O. 35, and null, if smaller 
than 0.15 

• 

We have found a C'orrelation C.oefficient 
"r", for the mal~ Kayapó, equal to O .39, 
wich enables us to say we have here a medium 
type of positive correlation, that characterizes 
a correspondence between these two 
diameters; among· the female K.ARAJÃ, that 
had O. 00 theref ore havin.g no correlation. 

According to 0 1LIVIER, a correlation or 
the absence of correlation will be made 
evident by the so called "·Nuage du Points". 
The set of values referring to the two 
characters studied (A and B) are represented 
in a single ·Cartesian plot, over the two roces 
(abcissas and ordinates). Each individual of 
the series has one value on each axis, yieldlng 
a pont on the plot. The set of these points 
traces a correlation curve that may be circular 
or elliptical, but that will be more 
representative as more or less elongated it is. 
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Karajá indlan 
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Karajá indians 
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